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Minister for the Environment
Federal Government 
Australia

Dear Minister Greg Hunt,

As two mature citizens of a democratic nation we ask you the question: does the 
Australian Department for the Environment have a fraudulent ideology? In our 
humble opinion it is a legitimate question to ask at this point in history. The same 
question is being asked of corporate organisations in other democratic  nations. 
The same question was asked of the executive secretary of the United Nations 
Framework Convention for Climate Change, professor Christina Figurers. 

The event was a an ANU Fenner School; The Road to Paris - Efforts to Achieve 
a New Climate Change Agreement in 2015  held on Thursday May 7th. Before  
more than 200 witnesses professor Christina Figurers publicly agreed to go to jail 
if it turns out that she has been misleading or deceiving the people.  

Figueres is on the public record on 3 February 2015 stating. “This is the first time 
in the history of mankind that we are setting ourselves the task of intentionally, 
within a defined period of time, to change the economic development model that 
has been reigning for the, at least, 150 years, since the industrial revolution,”

She is also on the public record as stating “ democracy is a poor political system 
for fighting global warming. Communist China, is the best model.

http://www.climatechangedispatch.com/un-climate-chief-communism-best-for-
fighting-global-warming.html

So where does the truth lie?  What does communism and global economic 
modelling have to do with the natural climate of planet Earth?  But, does it have 
something to do with a deceitful demonisation of carbon -dioxide;  a trace gas 
essential for all life on Earth? Is there a associated mistaken believe that the 
burning  of fossil fuel for energy is somehow damaging Earths climate? Will this 
mistaken believe result in energy deprivation for the people? 
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Without a reliable source of energy to our homes we are at the mercy of 
whatever form of governance we are subjected to.  So we beg you please place 
the health, happiness and freedom of Australian citizens  above everything else 
in performing your fiduciary duties. 

The reason we are so concerned for our nation and our democracy is that your 
department seems to have a an unhealthy alliance with the Bureau of 
Meteorology and other iconic institutions that the evidence  indicates have 
become corrupted over time.  Follow the links below to view the evidence

http://www.climate.conscious.com.au/docs/letters/20140321/
GregHunt,March2014.pdf  

on page 2, Point 1  highlighted in yellow, and point 3 below 

The correspondence thread for the investigation by independent researchers into 
the BoM starts here     http://www.climate.conscious.com.au/letters.html and 
scroll down or Search “(2) BOM - Key correspondence” 

Now, to the recent events that speak to the integrity of your department.

March 25th  in response to public pressure, you conducted a Technical Advisory 
Forum enquiry into the BoM’s data management practices. Submissions from the 
public were not called for. It also  appears that the submissions received may not 
have been acknowledged in a timely manner.  So, the question is; were those 
submissions passed  on to the panel members before March 25th?

We have viewed at least one of those submissions. It  contains  robust evidence 
that the BoM appears to have maladjusted some of its data. However, the one 
day enquiry, conducted behind closed doors has been and gone.

Since then  you obtusely stated recently  “We accept the science”. What did you 
mean?
Science is evidence based. What and where is the evidence that you are 
accepting, and who is we?

We give you the same promise that we gave Mr Greg Combet when he was 
minister for Climate Change. If this is a politically driven global scam as the 
evidence is indicating, it will be exposed and its perpetrators held individually 
accountable, no matter how long it takes. https://www.facebook.com/
GregCombetLetter/posts/437087623066122

      In closing, If there is anything we have said  that you think is untrue please 
click ‘reply all’ state our inaccuracy and we will openly consider it and either 
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apologise to you or explain further. In the spirit of caring for our environment and 
restoring scientific integrity we look forward to engaging with you. …

Respectfully Yours

Dr Judy Ryan & Dr Marjorie Curtis
Members: World Wide Web of Climate Realists


